
FPV Kraftei 650
EPO



CG Position:150-160mm away from fuselage nose.

Item no.: 0880007FPV

1.EPO foam construction that is beautiful, crash-resistant and easy for maintenance.

2. Use T-Motor AIR40 motor, the flying speed can reach 200km/h,it also have very stable 

flying performance at high speed and low speed.

3. Removable Motor bring the easy assembly without screw,it's very convenient for you.

4. FPV equipment can be installed easily on Independent platform. 

Wingspan
Fuselage 
Flying weight
Motor
ESC
Servo
Battery
Propeller
Camera
image transmission
Mounted Equipment
Flying control

702mm(28in)
470mm(18.5in)
280-300g(with battery)
AS2212-10 KV2280
30-40A 
9g*2 pcs
3S 1800-2200mAh 
5*5

702mm(28in)
490mm(19.3in)

385-400g(with battery)
AIR40  KV2450
F30A  2-4S
11g*2 pcs
4S 1300-1500mAh 
5045

RunCam、Foxeer Arrow、FOXEER 
FX 200MW-600MW

HawKeye Firefly Q6、RunCam HD 1080P、gopro 3-5
F4 F3

Kraftei 650 FPV Kraftei 650
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1.Lower wing + Upper Fuselage  1PC          3. Equipment Canopy           1PC
2.Rudder                                         1PC          4. FPV equipment platform  1PC

The following 1-4 are the common installation steps of the Kraftei version and the FPV Kraftei version.

1.Put the rudder into the corresponding slot of plane 
0     body, make sure A=90 , then glue it well.

2. Put the servo horn into the corresponding slot of 
    aileron, fix it with screw.

3. Fix the servo arm on servo with screw, put the servo 
    and servo wire into the corresponding slot as picture,
    then fix the servo with glue（solid gum)

4. Cross the Z head of pushrod on servo arm, then 
    install another head on the servo horn with clip. 

The Following 5-11 are the installation steps of Kraftei version 

5. Put the motor mount A into the corresponding slot of 
    plane body, then fix it with glue.

6. Fix the motor on the motor mount A with screw.

7. Fix the 5*5 propeller and spinner on the motor 
    output shaft with screw.

8. Connect the ESC and motor well, then put it into 
    the equipment cabin.

9. Insert the servo wire and ESC signal line into the 
    corresponding slot of receiver, fix the receiver on
    the side wall of equipment cabin with 3M double side
    tape.

10. Put battery into the equipment cabin, then fix 
      it with battery velcro.
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11. Fix the equipment canopy on the equipment cabin 
      with clip. 

The following 12-20 are the installation steps
                    of FPV Kraftei version.

12. Put the cowl into the corresponding slot of plane 
       body, then glue it well.

13.  Insert the motor mount B into the corresponding 
       slot, then fix it with glue.

14. Insert the rear screw of motor into the corresponding
      big hole of motor mount, then clamp and rotate the 
      motor with a tool along the direction of arrow, make 
      sure rotate it in place.

15. Put the ESC into the fuselage and connect with the
      motor well.

16. Fix the 5045 propeller on the motor with screw.

17. Insert the servo wire and ESC signal line into the 
      corresponding slot of receiver, fix the receiver on 
      the side wall of equipment cabin with 3M double 
      side tape.

18. Put the battery into the equipment cabin, then fix it
       with battery velcro. 

20. Fix the FPV equipment platform on the equipment 
       cabin through clip.

Safety is the first rule for any kind of flying. Third party insurance should be considered as a 
basic essential. If you join a model club they usually have an insurance scheme as part of the 
membership fee.

It is your personal responsibility to ensure you have adequate insurance. Make it your priority 
to keep your models and radio control system in perfect order at all times. Check the correct 
charging procedure for the batteries you are using. Make sure of all sensible safety systems 
and precautions which are advised for your system. 

Always fly with a responsible attitude. Please don’t fly your models dangerously, it is not wise to 
fly near people or over their heads. Be SMART, fly SAFE. Always fly in such a way that you do 
not endanger yourself or others. 

Bear in mind that even the best RC system in the world is subject to outside interference. No 
matter how many years of accident free flying you have under your belt, things can go wrong at 
any time and in a matter of seconds. We hope you have many hours of pleasure building and 
flying your new model.
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19. Install the camera, image transmission and flying 
      control on the FPV equipment platform.



FPV Kraftei 650
Spare parts

Wing+Fuselage
Item no.: 0931PJ001

Rudder
Item no. : 0931PJ002

Spinner
Item no. : 088306R
(Just For Kraftei version)

Motor mount A
Item no. : 088305 
(Just For Kraftei version)

Motor mount B
Item no. : 0931PJ003

FPV Equipment platform
Item no. : 0931PJ004

Pushrod and control horn
Item no. : 0931PJ005

Accessories
Item no. : 0931PJ006

Motor: AIR40 KV2450
Item no. :1001022

Servo:  11g micro servo
Item no. :1003008A

ESC : F30A  2-4S
Item no. :1002017 Propeller: 5045 SF prop

Item no. :1004019

Motor: AS2212-10 KV2280
Item no. : 1001019 
(Just For Kraftei version)

Servo: 9g micro servo
Item no. : 1003005B 
(Just For Kraftei version)

ESC : 30Amp
Item no. : 1002005 
(Just For Kraftei version)

Propeller: 5*5 SF prop
Item no. : 1004016 
(Just For Kraftei version)
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